Unleash the power of telematics – Web-based GPS vehicle tracking and web
based fleet management provide you with round the clock visibility and control of
your mobile workforce.

The Foretrack online system and associated products
deliver outstanding quality and value. Our growing
reputation for high quality service and rapidly expanding
customer base serve testament to this. We add further
value through our insight and experience, whether
that be through devices, installations, data analysis or
system integration – ensuring you’re in the best hands
possible.

Our customers need to mitigate against business risk,
whether that be road incidents, incorrect routing or
failed deliveries. Our systems give you the control you
need to monitor and action corrective measures to
benefit your business as a whole.
Do you know where your drivers are right now?
Could your fuel bills be reduced?
Would you like to turn off vehicles remotely to
guard against theft?
Can you prove to your customer when your
vehicles have arrived?
Do you want to reduce incidents?
Do you want to reduce vehicle wear and tear?
Could you increase the number of jobs completed
each day?
Are you allocating the most appropriate vehicle to
each job?
Would you like to monitor driver behaviour?
Is reducing CO2 emissions important to your
business?
We provide solutions for all of the above and work with
you to generate reports bespoke to your requirements.

The implementation of the Foretrack solution has proved to be both cost effective
and extremely simple to use. We can now monitor driver behaviour and have our
own bespoke reports – it really has put us back in control!
Peter Baulch Carford Group Ltd

In Partnership
Foretrack is also offered to you through our extensive
dealer network, ensuring that you get the local
customer service you both deserve and expect. Our
dealers are comprehensively trained to ensure that your
queries are handled quickly and effectively. The dealers
are supported via the dedicated Foretrack customer
service and technical team based in Southampton.
Foretrack is a fully integrated service provider,
importantly, we have complete control over the
development of the system you are investing in. This
means that you have direct access (through the dealer
channel) to the provider and will benefit from our
constant innovations.
We believe in a partnership approach and not a quick
sale, we aim to manage your account and ensure you
get the most from the Foretrack system.

Call us today and unleash
the power of telematics
02380 249 860
or visit our website
www.foresolutions.co.uk
and go to the
Foretrack section

